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ABOUT THE LAWTECH SUMMIT
Always FIRST ... Always CHANGING

It was way back in 2006 when Chilli IQ first developed the Lawtech Summit as they saw the 

need for a platform for the evolving legal technology market in Australia. It was new, fresh 

and created a buzz amongst the growing legal technology crowd but furthermore it created 

a community. It brought  together legal IT Managers and everyone involved with the tech-

nology of a law firm in one place – for the first time in Australia.

Fast forward to now and this community has grown and thrived. Through the last 14 years 

the Lawtech Summit has seen the evolution of legal technology managers go from just the 

IT guys to  become  an important part of the business strategy of law firms today.

We are proud to be an integral part of this ever evolving community and continue to offer a 

stage for thought leaders and ground breakers for the legal technology field.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 
The event is specifically produced to target the needs of the following job titles in both 
the private law practices and government departments across Australia and Asia Pacific.

• CIO’s , COO’s , CISO’s
• IT Directors 
• CFO’s & Finance Directors 
• Head of Knowledgle Management
• Legal Partners - IT Area, Litigation 
• Risk Managers 
• Head of IT Security
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“Technology is nothing. 
What’s important is that you have faith in people, that they are 

basically good and smart and if you give them tools, 
they’ll do wonderful things with them.”

Steve Jobs



EVENT THEME
CREATING LEGAL SERVICES FOR THE FUTURE
We are living in the technological world of tomorrow, today. All aspects of our lives are en-
twined with technology so much so that new generations will never know what a non-digital 
world was ever like.

Developing lawyers for the world of tomorrow means more than just teaching lawyers how 
to code, itincludes technology training and education approaches, integrating lawyers in 
problem identification and solution development, establishing models to support lawyer  
engagement and technology adoption, and foremost fostering a tech-minded culture. 
This is what equipping the new ‘tech’ driven lawyer means and creating legal services to  
embrace this technological future. 

The Lawtech Summit was incepted way back in 2006 and for the last fourteen years has 
been the hub for those driving Legal technology in law firms across Australia and NZ. It has 
grown in size and statue as the legal tech market has grown and is an acknowledged plat-
form for learning and networking for the legal technology community.
The 2019 event is held back up at the beautiful Peppers Resort and Spa in Noosa by popular 
demand and we at Chilli IQ are looking forward to another thought-provoking and exciting 
event.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN
•   Leveraging data analytics for the modern law firm – its use in the practice & busi-

ness of law, how to gain value from your data, what it might mean for the legal 
industry, first steps when embarking on your analytics journey.

  •  Utilising concepts like Data Warehouse & Data Lake, demystifying this and 
     where to begin in formulating data strategy

•   AI in law – Where Artificial Intelligence is transforming the practice of law, education 
and connecting the dots for stakeholders, tackling change management

•   Blockchain & smart contracts – current and emerging use cases in the legal 
industry, challenges and opportunities

•   The rise of Legal Operations –opportunities this brings for law firms, changing the 
dial on client engagement, the skills and teams needed to do this.

•   Where do you want to play? The evolution of legal tech and the commercial 
opportunities that this can bring - new practice areas, expansion into consulting 
services, ‘productising’; your solutions, etc.

•   StartUp Hub – “What’s Up with Start Ups” - 15 minutes short-talk sessions / demos 
from new tech providers

•   AI and ethics – what organisations might need to think about.

•   Change management and technology adoption
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LISA KOZARIS  | DIRECTOR, INTEGRATED LEGAL SOLUTIONS 

ALLENS 
Lisa Kozaris is the Integrated Legal Solutions Director at Allens and leads a multi-disciplinary team re-
sponsible for developing and implementing innovative, commercial and technology enabled solutions 
on legal matters. Lisa draws on a multidisciplinary education and work experience in law, legal tech-
nology and project management. She provides consulting advice and expertise on managing large 
scale discovery, regulatory investigations and due diligence exercises, as well as the application of ar-
tificial intelligence, analytics and automation tools to the delivery of legal services. She is also respon-
sible for managing and overseeing the firm’s document review teams, paralegals and use of LPO’s.  
Lisa consults with courts and regulators on the application of complex technologies and is a thought 
leader in the industry, regularly presenting at conferences and innovation forums across Australia.

GEORG THOMAS | NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY RISK AND SECURITY MANAGER 
CORRS CHAMBERS WESTGARTH 
Georg is a proven leader in information security and risk with expertise across many disciplines and 
industries.  He is the National Technology Risk and Security Manager at Corrs Chambers Westgarth 
and member of Corrs Cyber, the firm’s cyber security advisory arm.  Prior to joining Corrs, Georg was 
at global advisory firm Grant Thornton based in New York where he consulted to financial services, 
media and entertainment, and not for profit clients including Fortune 500 companies.  Georg’s ex-
perience includes advising organisations across Australia, the United States, Europe, and Asia with 
cyber security, compliance, and risk management, and has also spent a number of years conducting 
penetration tests and leading penetration testing teams. 
Georg holds a number of certifications including C|CISO, CISM, CISSP, ISO27001 Lead Implementer, 
C|EH, GMON, MCSE (Security) and MACS Snr CP (Cyber Security). He holds a Masters in Management, 
and is nearing completion of his PhD in cyber security ethics.

MICHELLE MAHONEY | EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF INNOVATION
KING & WOOD MALLESONS 
Michelle is a serial intrapreneur. Michelle has a strong global network and has a track record for max-
imising technology, transforming business and innovating. Michelle is a member of the firm’s Executive 
Leadership team as the Executive Director of Innovation. She designs and delivers the innovation strat-
egy for King & Wood Mallesons. This includes legal design, digital strategy, the application of artificial 
intelligence and innovation thought leadership.  Her career has included many first to market initia-
tives and she has received global professional recognition. Michelle is a technologist, Prince 2 project 
manager, Prosci change manager, Stanford d.school design thinker and a lean six sigma black belt.   In 
recognition of her market-leading work, Michelle won in 2017 the ILTA Distinguished Peer Leadership 
Award. formational change, is her work in designing and leading the delivery of the first Australian legal 
project management methodology and training program, for a law firm.

CARYN SANDLER | PARTNER , CHIEF KNOWLEDGE &  INNOVATION OFFICER  
GILBERT + TOBIN
Caryn is a Partner and the Chief Knowledge and Innovation Officer at Gilbert + Tobin.
She leads the Gilbert + Tobin Legal Service Innovation team.  This team provides specialised ser-
vices to support our legal service delivery and innovates to deliver new tools and services benefiting 
Gilbert + Tobin’s practice and our clients. A former practising corporate lawyer, Caryn brings 15 years 
of experience in legal, knowledge management, legal technology, change management, transforma-
tion and solution design to her role.  Caryn regularly works with a variety of in-house legal clients to 
explore opportunities for legal triage, better workflow management and automated service delivery.
Caryn is a regular speaker at legal technology and innovation conferences and was recognised as one 
of Australia’s top legal innovators in the Financial Times Asia-Pacific Innovative Lawyers Awards 2018. 
Prior to joining Gilbert + Tobin in 2010, Caryn worked as a corporate lawyer both in Australia and the 
United Kingdom.    Caryn has an Accounting and Law degree from the University of New South Wales, 
a Diploma in Applied Finance and Investment and is a Certified Practising Project Practitioner. 
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THE ADVISORY  PANEL



CONFIRMED SPEAKERS
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The Lawtech Summit is proud to announce that the following speakers have beeninvited to present at 
the event:

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS
Brian Kuhn |  Partner Co-Founder and Global Leader of the Watson 
Legal Practice | IBM USA

Brian Kuhn is the Founder and Global Leader of the IBM Watson Legal consulting 
practice. In his role he advises global law departments and law firms on “where to 
play” and “how to win” by helping them identify strategic opportunities for growth 
and new value creation, deploy customized digital technology solutions, and manage 
change. He has led digital transformation projects for numerous clients, pioneering 
new legal solutions based on artificial intelligence, machine learning, blockchain, and 
hyper-personalization.
Brian’s true passion is helping clients meet business and practice of law challenges 
with responsible AI and ethical design. Brian is a former practicing litigator and a 
frequent speaker at legal industry events in the U.S. and Europe.
In his personal capacity, Brian serves as an executive board member of the Global 
Legal Blockchain Consortium, currently the world’s 3rd largest blockchain consortium.

Dr Stefan Hajkowicz | Principal Scientist |DATA61
Stefan’s research aims to help organisations explore plausible futures and make wise 
choices. His research background lies in the fields of geography, economics and de-
cision theory. In his role he conducts original research and provides consultancy and 
advisory services to companies and governments. He is also one of Australia’s most 
heavily demanded speakers for professional and public audiences on the topics of 
future trends and decision making. He leads a small and growing team of researchers 
and consultants working on strategic foresight with a focus on the digital economy

• Nigel Phair | Director | UNSW CANBERRA CYBER

• Anuraj Gambhir | Innovation Catalyst

• Michelle Mahoney | EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF INNOVATION | KING & WOOD MALLESONS 

• Lisa Kozaris | DIRECTOR, INTEGRATED LEGAL SOLUTIONS | ALLENS 

• Caryn Sandler | PARTNER , CHIEF KNOWLEDGE & INNOVATION OFFICER GILBERT + TOBIN 

• Georg Thomas | NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY RISK & SECURITY MANAGER | 

   CORRS CHAMBERS WESTGARTH

• Michael Bacina | PARTNER - BLOCKCHAIN EXPERT  | PIPER ALDERMAN

• Saul Wakerman | Co-Founder | Client Director | Legal  | ATTICUS 

• Sam Flynn | Co-Founder | JOSEF  

• Pious Thomas | IT Manager | HALL & WILCOX 

• Bill Simpson-Young | CEO | GRADIENT INSTITUTE 

• Ben Scott | Senior Digital Marketing Manager | GRANT THORNTON

• Peter Campbell | Director - Client Solutions | HALL & WILCOX CHAIRPERSON 



10:30-11:00 

11:00 - 11:15  

11:15 - 12:00

12:00 - 12.45  

12.45 -  13.00

13.00 - 14.00
    

14.00 -14.30 

  14.30 -15.00 

THE PROGRAMME - DAY ONE 

REGISTRATION

OPENING REMARKS FROM THE CHAIR  
Peter Campbell | Director - Client Solutions | HALL & WILCOX

SESSION 1: OPENING  PRESENTATION
DIGITAL MEGA TRENDS - THE WAY OF THE FUTURE 
Stefan will explore the coming decade of digital disruption through the lens of six
interlinked megatrends using a Venn diagram to emphasise their interconnected
-ness. A megatrend is a significant shift in environmental, economic and social 
conditions that will play out over the coming decades. The session will explore: 
• Smarter machines
• Data driven
• Reinventing work
• Burning platforms
• Digital dilemmas
• Invisible technology
Dr Stefan Hajkowicz | Principal Scientist | DATA61

SESSION 2:  INTERNATIONAL KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ITS PLACE IN LAW FIRMS 
• AI is here. AI is becoming ubiquitous across industries, including legal.  
• What is AI? A discussion about the technical underpinnings and business value of
   AI, as well as as AI’s promise.
• AI is transforming the market for legal services. AI is already impacting the 
   dynamics between legal firms and their clients. 
• You need an AI strategy. A discussion about the risks associated with AI, and
  why it is essential for legal organizations to develop practical, business-focuse
  strategies for success.
• Future AI. A summary of how AI is likely to develop over the next 5 -to-10 years
Brian Kuhn | Partner Co-Founder & Global Leader 
IBM WATSON LEGAL PRACTICE | IBM (USA)

INFO BITE:   DATA DRIVEN EVENT READINESS
A mature organisation should already have various response plans ready to action when an 
event occurs. However this proactive approach is typically limited to the readiness to respond, 
not the readiness for an event to occur, encouraging a cycle of using hindsight to reflect and 
learn from the response, with the root cause left out-of-sight, and out-of-scope.
 
Chris Hatfield will explore the value of reaching back beyond the hindsight horizon to enable 
organisations to not only predict and influence decisions made during events, but change the 
decision-making landscape to offer more favourable decisions and outcomes.
Chris Hatfield | Senior Technologists, Digital Forensics  |  FTI CONSULTING 

LUNCHEON & NETWORKING BREAK 

TECH TALK: THOMSON  REUTERS  - PAUL CRAWFORD

INFO BITE: Aaron Bailey | Co-Owner & CISO   | THE MISSING LINK  

PRE-LAWTECH DRINKS:  17.00 -18.00 | Wednesday 11 September | Peppers Nosa Main Bar  
Come down for a drink if you are arriving early for Lawtech - courtesy of :   
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THE PROGRAMME - DAY ONE

SESSION 3:   WHAT’S UP WITH START UPS 
Short rapid - fire talks from leading disruptors in the tech arena. 
Be prepared for short presentations, demos and as well. 

Sam Flynn | Co-founder | JOSEF    

Saul Wakerman | Co-Founder | Client Director | Legal  |  ATTICUS

Jacqui Nelson | CEO  | DEKKO SECURE   

AFTERNOON TEA & NETWORKING BREAK 

SESSION 4: 

CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION - A DISCUSSION
The importance of creating an employee experience which drives adoption and curiosity. 
This will be a roundtable discussion driven by leading experts:

• Michelle Mahoney | EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF INNOVATION | 
   KING & WOOD  MALLESONS 
• Lisa Kozaris | DIRECTOR, INTEGRATED LEGAL SOLUTIONS | ALLENS 
• Caryn Sandler | PARTNER , CHIEF KNOWLEDGE & INNOVATION OFFICER 
   GILBERT + TOBIN 
• Georg Thomas | NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY RISK & SECURITY MANAGER 
   CORRS CHAMBERS WESTGARTH
MODERATOR - PETER CAMPBELL | HALL & WILCOX

FREE TIME 

NETWORKING DRINKS 

DINNER  

15.00 -16.00

16.00-16.30

16.30- 17.30

17.30 - 18.30

18.30 - 19.30  

19.30 -22.00  
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THE PROGRAMME - DAY TWO  

OPENING  DAY 2 

SESSION 1: OPENING KEYNOTE SESSION 
EMBRACING EMERGING MEGA-TRENDS & NEW PARADIGMS WHERE “SIMPLEX-
ITY & EXPERIATION DRIVES THE NEXT WAVE OF GLOBAL COLLABOVATION @ THE 
INTERSECTION OF DISRUPTIVE / EXPONENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES
At the intersection & fusion of disruptive technologies and market/industry trends there are 
numerous emerging applications that are rapidly shaping the modern world. At the confluence 
of tech like IoT, AI, AR/VR-MR/XR, Blockchain and 5G we are witnessing a maturing fourth in-
dustrial revolution and a new world order being formed. It all comes down to meaningful 
innovative applications that are enabling humanity to cross the chasm in multiple domains from 
education to healthcare. We shall explore several examples, key learnings from the past & 
present / insights leading to some potential future scenarios/ foresights where innovation meets 
entrepreneurship. There will be an inno-tech showcase with select demos of disruptive tech. 
Anuraj Gambhir | Innovation Catalyst 

SESSION 2: CYBER SECURITY: WHY IT MATTERS  
Organisations of all shapes and sizes are susceptible to cyber attack. Those perpetratin
such attacks are many and varied and seek a range of criminal outcomes.  This session will
look at some of the typologies of criminals seeking to monitise your organisations data, your
staff and your customers. 
Nigel Phair | Director | UNSW CANBERRA CYBER

MORNING TEA & NETWORKING BREAK 

TECH TALK:  NEIL CAMPBELL | RAPID 7

SESSION 3:  IN PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
• How the work culture is changing at progressive legal firms.
• Legal firms are adopting flexible working arrangements with employees.
• Providing working arrangements to suit individual employee requirements
• Enabling the business and employees with working form anywhere   
•Technology solutions to enable employees to be mobile and flexible
Pious Thomas | IT Manager | HALL & WILCOX 

SESSION 4:  AI AND ETHICS  
In the past few decades, Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems have migrated from science fic-
tion, to the lab, to the real world. The AI technology humans are building is already steering 
the lives of billions of people in ways unknown to them, and the sophistication and reach of 
this influence are growing very rapidly. Data-driven algorithms are deciding who gets insur-
ance, who gets a loan, who gets a job and, in some countries, who goes to prison and who 
gets released on parole.  In this presentation, Bill will show how AI systems, and in particular 
data-driven decision systems, are affecting lives now, how they work and why they sometimes 
have unintended consequences.  He will describe efforts to design more ethical AI systems 
and discuss  how such AI systems can be harnessed to improve fairness and individual wellbe-
ing and autonomy for a more just future.
Bill Simpson-Young | CEO | GRADIENT INSTITUTE

9.15

9.15 - 10.00 

10.00 - 10.45 

10.45 - 11.00 

11.00 - 11.30 

11.30 - 12.00 

12.00 - 12.40
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TECH TALK: GRAHAM YOUNG | RUBRIK

LUNCHEON

SESSION 5:  BLOCKCHAIN -  TECH & REGULATORY UPDATE 
The Blockchain space is rapidly evolving, and with the recent announcement of the Libra 
currency by Facebook the regulatory response to crypto currencies have a new urgency.  
Michael Bacina will provide an update on the last year’s regulatory and key events in the Block-
chain space, including the implications for LawTech and the Blockchain industry in the future.

Michael Bacina | Partner | Blockchain Expert | PIPER ALDERMAN 

SESSION 6: 
DRIVING DIGITAL MARKETING TRANSFORMATION WITH A MARATHON MINDSET
Successfully driving technological transformation in a large organisation is often a multi-year 
journey that requires resilience, dedication to strategy and a long-term focus, similar to the 
mindset that is required to run a marathon. In this case study session, Ben will share the 
journey Grant Thornton Australia has been on over the past four years to transform the firm’s 
approach to sales and marketing by implementing an enterprise CRM, integrating a marketing 
automation platform, and building out a successful mar-tech framework to try and change how 
professional services firms think about selling. Woven throughout is Ben’s personal story of run-
ning an ultramarathon and the learnings that can applied from having a marathon mindset and 
applying that to driving change in a traditional industry.
Ben Scott | Senior Digital Marketing Manager | GRANT THORNTON

CLOSING REMARKS & END OF CONFERENCE 

THE PROGRAMME - DAY TWO  

12.40 -13.00 
 

13.00 - 13.50

13.50 - 14.30 

14.30 - 15.15 

15.15
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SUMMARY OF THE EVENT

EVENT NAME:   THE LAWTECH SUMMIT & AWARDS 
EVENT DATE:  THURSDAY 12th SEPTEMBER & FRIDAY 13th SEPTEMBER 2019 

VENUE:     PEPPERS NOOSA RESORT & VILLAS

EVENT ADDRESS: 33A Viewland Drive  Noosa Heads, QLD  4567
PHONE NUMBER:  (07) 5455 2200
EMAIL + WEBSITE noosa@peppers.com.au + www.peppers.com.au/noosa

CONFERENCE START DAY 1   10:15 AM REGISTRATION
CONFERENCE TIMING:    10.45AM- 5:45 PM
CONFERENCE FREETIME:   5:45  PM  - 6:30 PM
CONFERENCE DINNER+ DRINKS:  6:30PM - 10:00PM

CONFERENCE DAY 2:    9:00AM - 3:15  PM     

DRESS REQUIREMENTS:  SMART CASUAL (CONFERENCE  & DINNER) 

HOW TO GET TO THE VENUE  
•Maroochydore Airport  (Sunshine Coast)- 30km
•Brisbane Airport - 137km.

ACCESS TO VENUE:    
Please note when driving, we have two entrances dependent on time of day:
From 7am to 7pm access via 33a Viewland Drive.
From 7pm to 7am access via 5 Morwong Drive

CONFERENCE AREA: MACQUARIE CENTRE 

ACCOMMODATION:    
There are 2 types of accommodation to choose from  - to view rooms 
 www.peppers.com.au/noosa/rooms/resort
1. One Bedroom Apartment  - $254.00 (breakfast included)
2. Two Bedroom Apartment (included 2 bathrooms) - $374.00 breakfast for 1-2 included)

Accommodation must be booked direct with Peppers Noosa either by calling 
07 5455 2200 or emailing noosa@peppers.com.au    CODE: LAWTECH SUMMIT



LAWTECH ALLIANCE  RATE: $ 198 (INC GST) 

• Two Day Conference Pass 

• Conference Luncheon & Refreshments both days

• Networking Drinks & Dinner on Day One  

• Two Day Exhibition Pass

We would like to include your photo (from LinkedIN or your firm’s website) in 

the catalogue so that delegates can easily identify you. 

If you do not agree to this please advise.

DELEGATE PASS  - (SEE PG 2 WHO SHOULD ATTEND)

Registration to the Lawtech Summit is inclusive  

in your membership.  

TAX INVOICE AND REGISTRATION

ABN: 13919 558766

FIRST NAME:

ADDRESS:

SURNAME:

COMPANY:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

FAX: 

JOB TITLE: 

CARDHOLDER NAME:

                 EXPIRY DATE:

SIGNATURE:

Visa Mastercard Amex*

*3% Surcharge Applicable To All Amex Payments

PLEASE CHARGE MY CREDIT CARD: 

AUD $ .................................................................

CREDIT CARD NUMBER:

TERMS & CONDITIONS: All delegates must be paid in full prior to the date of the event before admittance to the conference & collection of confer-
encedocumentation is allowed. CHILLI IQ LAW EVENTS t/a CHILLI IQ reserves the right to change or amend this program at its own discretion due to 
any cancellations, or rescheduling. Details regarding this conference were correct at the time printing. 

CANCELLATION & REFUND POLICY: Any conference cancellation received must be made in writing: Up to 30 days before the event date - refunds will 
be given less a $100 administration fee. REFUND:  No refund will be issued 30 days before the event date however a substitute delegate may attend in 
your place.

CONSULTANTS* :  EITHER SINGLE INDIVIDUALS OR FROM  

ORGANISATIONS THAT PROVIDE ADVISORY SERVICES TO LAW FIRMS  

AND LEGAL DEPARTMENTS  

can register to attend the conference as a consultant.  

CONSULTANTS Early Bird Rate: 

Book and Pay before 30/07/19:         $1995.00     

Book and Pay after 30/07/19 :            $2495.00

*This is not applicable to solution provider companies that offer services 

and products)   Solution Providers come under our sponsorship area. 

Please contact george.kat@chilliiq.com.au for further information)

*REGISTRATION TO ATTEND THE LAWTECH SUMMIT: $198 INC GST 

** to attend the Lawtech Summit at the above rate you must be eligible to attend see PG 2 of who should attend:  If you are eligible 

either fill our the information below or www.lawtechsummit.com.au/lawtechalliance

PAYMENTS CAN ALSO BE MADE ONLINE AT : ww.chilliiqlawevents.com.au/online-store



LEVEL 2 / 729 DARLING ST 

ROZELLE 2039 | NSW | AUSTRALIA 

T: + 61 2 9818 6566 -  E: INFO@CHILLIIQ.COM.AU -  WWW.CHILLIIQ.COM.AU 

th


